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I.

INTRODUCTION

A.

8ackground

1.

Ahout 4

y~ars

/';2

separate the second froID the first meetinr of the Working

Party on Trade Expansion and Economic Integration amonv Developing Countries which
was. held in Geneva in Apri1.l973.
many interesting

developm~nts

This interval may

see~

to be relatively

took place during this period.

forums have aodressed themselves to the same issues.

So~e

shor~

but

Thus, several other

of these forums have used

the (:~mclusions o~ .the first. !"eetin" in chartin" out t!leir future course of action.
fine such important forum,W\lS the Second Extraordinary Session .of the OAIJ Assembly
of Heads of State an;!, Govllr"went, devoted exclusively to economic problems .of
Africa.

The first preaI'!bular paragraph of the Lagos Plan of hction (LPA) reiterates

in very clear terms the African view point. There is there.fore no mistaking the
African disenchantment with ¥orld. pconomic trends and the effect of unfulfilled
promises:
"The effect of unfullfilled prol'Jises of "olobal development
strategies has been more sharply felt in"ifrica than in the
other continents of thelwrld. Indeed, rather than result in
aJ) improvement in the economicsit.u8tion of the continent,
successive stratepies have made it stapnate and becoI'!e more
susceptible than other regions to t'Je econo~.ic and social crises
suffered loy the industrialize¢countries. Thus, Africa is unable
to point to any si~nificant growth rate, or satisfactory index
of generalwell-beiPIT, in the past 20 years. Faced 'with this
si~uatio~, ,~nu 9:eterminec ~.o un,dertak~. measures for the basic
restructurinr of the economic base of our continent, we resolved

to adopt it far-reachinp'regional a"proach based primarily on
collective self-reliance". y

"yo~.u,

Lagos Plan 'of Action for "the Economic Development of Africa
1980-Z000, p.5, para.l.
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2.

TI,e econowic

rerforr~nce

of most

confirms t'le view expresserl above.

~frican

It was

countries

bOe, quite

~uring

~ixed

the last decades

and protracted.

In

other words, only a few African countries can claiw to have reristered any
satisfactory economic performance.

And these were

princi~ally

the oil exporting

countries because of the continued world demand ror that particular product.

In

recent years, however, these countries have had to cope with a sharp fall in the
demand for oil in the industrialized countries.
3.

Along with the above have reen other observed trends.

For instance; the

continued fall in thE' export prices of most non-petroleum cOp>l1!odities . 'These are
"',

the .products which basically constitute the life-line of all non-oil Afdcan
countries.

!)ver and arove is the persistence of an unstable and precarious food

sil.u:ation in Africa. fln the rasis of available data, the per capita food
production over the oast ten years is observed to have declined at the rate of
1 per cent per annuw3!.

4.
Another significant development in most developinp countries is increased
direct rovernment involvement in their respective economies. This has grown Quite
significantly with the advent of political indenendence.

geveloping countries

belief in the merits of puhlic sector involvement is partly a result of the need
to ensure· a depree of balanced economic d.evelopment. Conseouently, governments
in east of these countries are now responsible for a large, i f not dominant share,
of most national activities.

They have.become instrumental in the creation and/or
the downfall of econonic groupinrs justo'as they are responsihle for the bulk of the

investment at the national level.
S.

It is with this background in mind, and in full awareness of Africa's own

experience,·short as it may be, that we· need to examine aneH, the essence of economic
integration proupings

amon~

developing countries.

RCA, Surve of rconomic and Social Conditions in Africa 1980-1981,
doc. E/ECA 0 1.8/17, p.6.
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6.

In addition, it will be recalled that the seventh session of .the Conference

of African f.linisters of Trade met in Addis Ababa from 1 to 3 February 1982 and
decided to adopt recommendations reiterating the wishes of the African Beads

0'"

State and Government with regard to the participation of African countries in
activities

of economic co-operation among developing countries (ECDC).

TIle ensuing

recommendation emphasised the need for effective assistance of the secretariats
of both the Organization of African Unity (OAU) and the Economic Commission for
Africa (ECA) to the African countries.
7.

It was in line with the above and also the declared position in the Lagos Plan

of Action as well as pursuant to INCTAD resolution 127(V)l! that, ECA, in close
collaboration with the OAlI, undertook a fact-finding mission on be.half of both
secretariats to a selected number of secretariats of African economic groupings
between February and !'!arch 1982.
8.

The findings of this mission, along with our perception of the agenda of the

lJNCT.I\O sponsored second meetinp of the Working Party constitute additional elements
of the background to the following analysis.

B.

PurDose

It will be recalled that the Second session is intended to enable the
secreta~'iats of economicrroupings to exchange experiences regarding co-operation

9.

schemes and problems

encountered in their implementation.

This document

accordingly provides an account of certain recent developments within Africa in this
field.
Africa's

Secondly, it reviews certain interregional or global trends relating to
co-ope~ation

with other developing countries.

Thirdly; an attempt has

been made to examine anew, on the basis of the Afric'an experiences. the foundations
of economic co-operation both in the medium and lonp terl". Along with the above,

3/

UNCTAD res.127(V) on Economic Co-operation aIDong CeveloDinr Countries,
partiCUlarly operative paragraph 10.
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<1.

the two secretariats also tried to consider possible concrete
these ot>jectives.

~easures

for

achievin~'

In this respect, they have indicated the kind of assistance that

can be expected from regional ami international apencies such as the OAU and H\.

II.

10.

'TRENDS OF SUBREGIONAL,' P.rr.If1NAL AND INTEIlPEGIr)NAL CO-OPERATION

Economic co-operation among developing countries is no longer an issue

generates diverging viel's.
opposition among

wr~ch

Hot even as a mere concept does it rive rise to r.1Ueo

participatiri~ ~cmhcr

States or on the part of third parties.

Perhaps it is on SOJl'e related issues of a very s;,eci fie kind that attention sho.:U
now be focused.

These could include the question of sectoral involvement both iy

country and 'activities.

This is I''lrticularly imrortant [-,ecause both the eXistin~~

and enVisaged economic rroupinrs are basically a voluntary act of the respectivL'
mCJl1ber States.

A.

Subregional co-operation trends

11.

There is no question that the "ragmentation of Africa into small national

markets has to a certain extent aygravated the ree-ion's economic conditions or at

least not made i t possible for indivit1ual countries nor for the Region as a wholeto
realized and exploit their full potential.

However; it

h~s

become quite evident

that African policy-makers have also awakened to the dangers of allowing this trend
to go unchecked.
12.

Furtunately, there have been·sone encouraging develofll'lents.

For instance,

1981 saw the achievement of a major breakthrough in the development of larger'

African markets throu!!h mtlltinational regional co-operation.

This was evidenced

in the case of countries belonging to the Eastern and Southern African subregion
as well as in that of the countries located in the Central African subrerion.
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13.

Thus, the Treaty estarlishing a Preferential Trade Area for the Eastern and

Southern Africa (PTA) was signed in Lusaka on 21 Pecember 1931, after almost four
years of intensive negotiations by the 13 countries of the subregion under the
aegis of the Economic Commission for Africa.

At least 11 countries had signed

the Treaty at the time of writing.~ Another country namely Zimbabwe had also
announced its readiness to sign the Treaty and it is hoped that more will join in
the near future.
14.

The signing of the Treaty marks a decisive step in estahlishing a new system

of ~conomicrelationshipswithin the context of ECOC both regionally and
interregionally. Indeed the fundamental objective of the PTA is the promotion of
COllective self-reliance which, as is well known also happens to be the basic
principle b~hi~d ECOC.

The Treaty itself and its annexed protocols provide not

only for the iib~ralization of trade but also for co-operation and intercountry
sp~~ia'riZation in'the development of basic and stratepic industries, production of

food' 'crops and livestock~ develonment of science and technology, human resources
development and the creation of an intercountry trankport and teleco~~uncations
network.
, 15.

Another encouraping development was the si?ning by eleven Heads of State and

Government of Central Africa of the Libreville Declaration of 19 December 1981
whereby they agreed to set in motion the process for the establishment of an
Economic Community for Central African States.
16.
Trends in this field for the other African subregions also show a marked
degree of progress towards attaining'their respective primary goals. For instance,

.

there was modest progress within the Economic Community of the Great Lakes
Countries (CEPGL) comprising Burundi, Rwanda and Zaire towards the achievement of
closer subregional co-operation and integration. During the 1979-1980 period,
the CEPGL secretariat and the C:isenyi-based l1l:LPOC with the financial support of

y

The Comorqs, Djibouti, Ethiopia, Kenya, Lesotho, tlalawi, I'auritius,
Somalia, Swaziland, Uganda and Zambia.

E/ECA/TFRTWC/WP.2
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{'NOP, worked hand in hand in the execution of projects of conunon interest to the
subregion.

These include projects relating to t;,e exploration of methane gas for

industrial purposes from Lake Kivu.
17.

Furthermore, studies were conducted on the

establish~ent

of clearing and

payments arrangements, the harmonization of customs regulations and investment
incentives in the CEPGL countries.

So~e

of the

reco~endations

in the above studies

are in the process of being implemented with a greater possibility for enhancing
economic co-operation and integration, bringing these three countries closer to
a subregional conunon market.
18.

Efforts towards

stren~thening

economic co-operation and integration in the

West African subregion continued to gather momentum

a~ong

economic groupings, especially involving the Economic

the secretariats of

Co~unity

of West African

States (ECOWAS), "lest African Economic Community (CFAO), the 'lano River Union (/.IRU)
and the West African Clearing House eVACH).
with the Niamey-based

~ruLPOC

The first three in close collaboration

devoted considerable resources to the harmonization of

customs regulations among themselves.

furthermore, action has continued to be

taken at the subregional level on co-ordination ane
of West African
19.

intergovern~ntal

har~onization

of the activities

organizations.

The secr0tariats of the Plest African Clearing House and the Hano River Union

(IJRU) continued to contribute in this field through sponsoring a series of seminars.
The objective of these efforts is to enhance economic co-operation not only amonr,
their member States but also with other secretariats within and outside the subregion.
Thus, the 'IRIl continues to collaborate with the West African Rice Development
Association

(~ARDA)

just as it does with secretariats such as WACH, CEAO and

ECrn~AS

at subregional level.
20.

Progress towards closer economic co-operation and integration in North Africa

proceeded rather hesitantly.
Tangier-based MULPOC.·

This was inspite of the efforts and contribution of the

Lately, however, some progress;· was made at the meeting of

E!ECII!TFRTWC!WP .,2
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Plenipotentiaries of North African countries held in Tanpiers, where

a~reement

was reached on a work programme including inter alia"trade nroJl1otion.

B.

Regional Co-operation trends

21.

There have been several pace settinf( activities towards regional economic

co-operation and intefration in the period since the first meeting of the Norking
Party.

'~st significant events were (a) t"e cOnVoning In February 1979 of the

~~nrovia

Symrosium on the Future Development Prospects of Africa Towards the Yelr

2000, and (h) adoption hy the African Heads of State and CovernJl1ent of the Lagos
Plan of Action for the Economic Development of
22.

A~rica.

The significance of the forTI'er lies in having created an opportunity in w,dch

discussions were held on fundamental components of the
Order (NIEO) from an African standpoint.

~ew

International Economic

Secondly, it allowed For uninhibited

stocktakinp of the African situfltion which was necessary in laying the foundations
for a new develoPl!lent decade.

The Colloquium set off a chain of official delihera-

tions which culminated in the Lafos Economic Summit.
were the 32nd OAU Ordinary Counei 1 of

~linisters

In between these two even's

in 'Jairobi in Fe lruary 1979. th,

sixth ECA Conference of ~~iniste:"s in Rabat in I"~rch 1979, the 16th OAU Summit iJ
Monrovia in July 1979 and several sectoral preparatory meetings he tween OCtober 1979
and April 1980.

23.

The Lapos Plan of Action on the other hand, prOVides a blueprint of self-re

reliance at regional level.
exposes not only

Afric~'s

It was a step in the ri[ht direction.

First it

main weaknesses but also nrovides for future confidenca.

It is thus quite explicit ahout the nature of Africa's state of underdevelopment
as not being natural, and basically caused neither by backwardness nor the shoruge
of resourCes.

E!ECA!TFP'P.'IC!NP • 2
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24.

Perhaps the most sir-nific"nt element in the Lapos Plan of Action is the

recogni tion and acceptance by the ",e"lber States of
action,

oj

certain E'ndosrenous course of

For instance, their :'!Oreeinp individually and· t01'ether about "the need

to take urgent action to provide the political sUl':,ort necessar)' for the success
of the measures to achieve the goals of rapid self-reliance and self-sustaining
development and economic p;rowt!)" in future.
background that the African governments

It is partly a!,"-inst the above

pledged themselves to establish nationRl,

subrerional and regional institutions which are to facilitate the attainment of
objectives of self-reliance and self-sustainment.
25.

There are also other equally important elements in the Lagos Plan of Action

which have both a direct and indirect bp.aring on
with other developinr countries.
J'ct of Laros

~d

~frica's

economic relationshiD

This is particularly true in respect of the Firal

Annex III which address

thel"selves in a resolution form on

the participation of Africa in international nerotiations,

There is therefore a

recornition of the importance of international economic nepotiations in dealinp.
with the socio-economic <leveloDment of Africa.

1t also emphasizes the need for

an active ane. co-ordinated particinationof African countries in the activities of
the Group of 77 in order to strenrthen the African negotiatinr nower and of
participation of the Gr0up of 77 in international economic negotiations.

26.

Efforts to promote re[ional economic co-operation ane intef'ration are exerted

in several ways.

Thus, the ECA secretariat, in collaboration with the secretariat

of the OAV, convened two successive meetinrs of Chief Executives of ECA-sponsoreJ
regional and subregional institutions.
feature.

The Conference has now become a regular

It provides for an exchange of information amonf the secretariats.

Recopnition of the importance of this forum receiveu stronp support of the ECA
Conference with the adoption of resolution 409(XVI).
promotion and strenrthening of institutions as
affecting the

i~nlementation

~eing

The resolution stresses the
very inportant matters

of the Lafos Plan of Action.

E/fCA/TFRTo~C/WP.2
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27.

Contacts with and visits by the OAIl/ECA mission to a few selected secretariJts

of African economic groupings revealed a paucity of contacts between some of them.
!lowever, there was no mistaking their desire to strengthen co-operation
and frequent contacts at the secretariat level.
2~.

As a result, African secretariats of economic

~r0upings ~ave

been able to

profit from the experience of others, especially in tackling :problems which had
earlier faced their counterparts.

C'thers among

sharing the cost of common facilities.

the~

have been able to agree on

For instance, the Mano River Union and

ECOWAS agreed to use the same customs, thiIning facilities.
for the "!est J\frican Clearing !louse and the

~lano

The sar'e obtains

River Union with regard to

utilization of interpretation equipment for their respective meetines.
such as the African Centre for

~:onetary

Others

Studies (AC"S) undertake to organize

annual or biannual seminars or symposia on specific research topics which are
intended to henefit most of the African economic rrollnings, and to undertake
consultancy "ork on behalf of other secretariats within the African rerion.

C.

Interregional co-operation trends

29.

Interregional economic integration and/or co-oneration is a sum total of

bilateral anr r'ultilateral activities at ,suhregional and regional level. This in
itself begs several interrelated ~uestions. For instance, the need to reconcile
the various diverse interests not only among the member States but also those of
third parties, especially riven the nature of global interdeuendence.
deliherations and conclusions

0+

Perhaps the

the first Working Party on Trade Expansion

and Pegional Economic Integration'among Developing Countries could be used asa
cut off point for purposes of this exercise. Y

It emphasised a unique character

because for the first time ever, secretariats of subregional and regional

econo~ic

groupings from the developing world came together and deliberated on how to
fulfill major t,ilsks set by their povernments.

Report of the Working Party on Trade Expansion
and Regional Economic Integration among Developing Countries, r,eneva,
10-18 April 1978.

TD/B/702, 'TT)/B. C. 7/9
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.1().

The

I~orking

Party revie"lec in a rather

broa~

manner, issues nertaining

to (a) r.uidelines {or establishing co-operative arrangements among secretariats
of regional and suhregional groupings an,l international orf1'anizations to
strengthen subregional, regional and interrep,ional econoni.c co-operation and
integration among developing cotmtries; (b) Institutional

and co-ordination

arrangements; and (c) organizational matters.
31.

Many African economic groupings have since the advent of the first Working

Party participated in various ECOC activities
bilaterally or multilaterally.

of an interregional kind either

Others among them have not particinated directly,

but they have not been spared the ir.mact of decisions of those meetings.
32.

Perhaps the most well known among these activities and of direct and indirect

relevance to most African countries are those deriving froM the first Short
l'edium-Term Action Plan for r.lobal Priori ties on EconoJ'lic Co-o?eration a",ong
neveloping Countries adopted and reviewed at the Fifth

'~inisterial

"eeting of

the Group of 77, which called for specific in priority areasY of economic
co-operation among developing countries in the context of specific principles and
objective!!.
(a)
33.

The global character of ECOC ac.tivities

Events over the past few years are a clear testimony of the

several

regi0~al

co~itment

of

and global agencies, such as the United Nations Conference on

Trade and Development

(I~CTAn)

to FCOC objectives.

Some of the events provide a

necessary background to the objectives and strateries themselves which, over and
above, constitute the cornerstones in this field.

Y

(8)
(b)

A glohal system of trade preferences among developing countries (GSTP),
Co-operation among State Trading Organizations (STOs), and (c) establishm~nt
of multinational marketinr enterprises (t~ffis), etc., strong emphasis was
also laid on intensifyinr financial and monetary co-operation among
develop;ng countries.

E/ECA/TFRTWC/~P.2
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34.

It is partly against the above background that many develoning countries have

tended to view the Programme for Collective Self-Reliance as part and parcel of
overall efforts aimed at restructuring international economic relations, indeed
as an instrument to this end.
35. ,It can therefore be presumed that African countries participated in ECnC
activities both under the aegis of llNCTAD and the G.77 in the light of the above
view point.

The studies prepared under the aegis

ofl~CTAn

and the joint OAU/ECA

secretariats were in response and pursuant to ECOC resolutions.

For instance,

areas covering a generalized system of trade preferences among developing countries
(GSTP) , co-operation among state trading organizations (STOs) and establishing
multinational marketing enterprises (MMEs).
36.

The various studies and subsequent meetings relating to ECDC have helped, to a

large extent, in analysing certain

s~ecific proble~s.

However, their very global

nature tended to obscure or minimize certain important topics of interest to
individual ,groupings. !\ttines as, was confirmed by one secretariat of an African
economic grouping, deci!;ions 'are taken at the plobal level wl1ich indirectly affect
groupinrs which were not party to the nepotiations in ouest ion.

In other words,

there is quite frequent replay of the dictum "taxation without renresentation"
from the point of view of' Many of these secretariats.
37.
This obtains particularly in the case of the GSTP. The points at issue are
the likely adverse effects to intra-economic groupings' trade, especially where
protocols exist on elimination of tariff barriers to their trade exchanges.
Countries of the Eastern and Southern ~frican States aim at creating and
strenghthening a preferential trade regime.

It is therefore quite understandable

if such economic p,ropings express strong reservations about decisions taken at the
global level whicr. cut across their Objectives especially as they (i.e. these
groupings) are not even part of the negotiating machinery which bring such
arrangements into being.

E/ECA/TFP.TNC/I'JO.2
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38.

Sowe other very serious lin,iting factors which appear to constitute serious

obstacles to Africa in peneral in joining a GSTP were the suhject of the earlier
OAU/ECA paperll .

39.
it

One of the main underlyine rationale for the establishment of a GSTP is that
coul~

hopefully result in overall trade expansion rather than in a total

diversion of trade from the developed to the developinr countries.
40.

It is partly for this reason

t~at

the concluding purt of this paper covers anew

most of the onroing activities relating to STOs and

~,F!Es.

delve more analytically in other eQually important areas.

It then proceeds to
These include the question

of multilateral production enterprises ("pr;s) awong developing countries and such
other issues as specialization, complementary of nroduction factors, market sharing
to mention but a few examples.
41.

It has been pointed out earlier that econowic activity in a majority of African

countries is dominated by the State.

The commonest instrument in the commercial

field tends to be the use of State tradinp organizations (STOs).
42.

Some of these STOs are designed as instruments for promotinp the economic

policies of the countries concerned.

They are therefore mandated with the control

of exports and imports, optiwal utilization of scarce or available foreign exchange
resources, the supply and distrihution of essential cowffiodities and price
stahi lization.
43.

This kind of background makes it imperative for secretariats of the economic

groupings to study and also understand the OVerall

he~aviour

an0 role of STOs.

~ays

should furthermore continue to be devised to strengthen linl,s between and among STOs
in order to promote both intra-economic grouping

and inter-economic grouping

co-operation in a variety of fields.

71

Doc. [/CN .14/"/1' .1/116, A note by the OAll/ECA secretariats, paras. 17 to 3S.
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44.

It has been shown in various studies that there is tremendousscooe for STOs

just as there is for the
countT'ies .,
45,

Another

~lobal

',~'rs

in promotinl' econo",ic co-oreration among develo,ing

activity in which secretariats of African economic gronpinl's

','have actively participated is in the field of money and finance.

The most active

of these secretariats have been the \'!est African Clearing House, the tfrican
Centre for f!onetary Studies, ganque Centrale des Etats de l' Afrique de l'Ouest(BCEAO)
and ,the Economic Community of the Great Lakes (CFPGL).
search continues for

w~ys

and means to implement the

The main forum as the

~rogramme

of collective self-

reliance has-been the Co-ordination Committee on flultilateral Payments Arrangements
and
46.

I~netary

Co-operation amonr Developing Countries.

It is therefore quite clear in the lipht of the above that .i\frican participation

in ECne activities, especially in the financial area is motivated by several"factors.
First is, their belief in the objectives of the Committee as a step in tbe ri~
wClction., ~ondly and related to the first may be IwCSllSe i'l$:w:tdIIri'ties provide
a process' for gradual linking of monetary co-operation arrangements at the interregional level among developing countries.

It is also evident from the views

-expressed by many of them that they view this forum as being capable of gradually
promoting linkages within a global strategy for the expansion of trade.
47.

The Committee provides yet another avenue for the consideration by officials

directly concerned with a number of substantive matters related to such co"operation
,arising from decisions adopted hy the Group of 77 .
. '.:

48.

Perhap's there is a need to stress other equally important aspects of -tile"

Committee's work.

At this moment in time, it should not confine its activit,ies,,to

the mere exchange of information nor to the analysis of the experience of the
different

arran~ements

in their respective

re~ions.

Rather, it !houldassis-tnin'

publicising as widely as possible among secretariats of economic groupings"on
a regular basis, those experiences which have reaped good results.
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(b)
49.

African secretariacs'

e~)eriences

of ECDC plobal contacts

The results of the joint oAP/rcA. mission to the headquarters and

meetings with secretariats of several African

econo~ic

corres~onding

proupin?s provide a fair

picture of the extent of contacts hetween these African institutions and others
in the Third World.

The extent ann their possible impact on strengthening economic

co-operation is JifficHl t to quanti +'y because of the paucity of information.

so.

It is not possible nor is the intention to rive a full and detailed account

of most of the contacts established or'envisaged by the secretariats of African
economic groupings within the context of FeDC.

!'Ihat is heinr- attempted is to draw

lessons of the merits of such contacts for possible follow-up action.

51.

The general impression ['ainecl is that contacts hetween secretariats of the

" .' African region with their cOllnternarts in the ot;1er develoning regions are
re~~tivel~:far

in"between.

It.is· also clear as a result of the investigations

l!Oi\ducti"li.~)":·the~.joifit'OJ\l:/EC.\

secretl1t'iats that some :unong them have taken the"

initiative of'making interretrional contacts.

But most of these initiatives are

partly;a result of material assistance offered by certain international organizations .
. Iil pilrticular, financIal assistance given by the l:nitecl

~!ations

Development Programme

(lINOP) in collaboration with both llNCTAD ane Fell.
52.

In the period under review, a number of executives of African secretariats of

economic groupings have received considerable assistance in establishing contacts
with counterpart secretariats in other develoning regions. These contacts have taken
several forms.
The commonest form used is exchanpe of visits between the
headquarters of counterpart secretariats.

The other form consists of using the

opportunity of participating in joint glohal meetings.
of exchanging and sharing experiences.

This creates an opportunity

The third and the one on which little

information is available, is through an exchange of written materials produced
by respective secretariats on their respective activities.

0Al.'/ECA!ECDC/l/82
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53.

A number of secretariats of economic groupings in Latin America and the

Caribbean have received and played host to representatives of the secretariats "f
African econorr.ic groupinrs

(ECO~~AS,

WACH,

~C"S).

Similarly with respect to a f,w

secretariats in the Asian region such as the Association of South-East Asian
Nations (ASEAN).

However, visits to secretariats of African economic grounings by

counterparts in both the Latin An'erican and the r:aribbean and also the Asian
developing regions have been' rather rare.

The only one on record was that recelved

by ECOrlAS from the South Pacific Economic Council (SPEC).

This particular miss'on

was made possible as a result of assistance prOVided by the Commonwealth secret'triat,
54.

There are a few difficult areas which surround these contacts.

Most of t1ese

will be the subject of the third and final chapter of this naper which considers
possible future action.
55.

The lack of adequate COMmunication and sharing of experiences aMong secretariats

of economic groupings of developing countries is Quite evident.
adverse effects.

It has very telling

This is corne out in some in,tances. by the fact that it is not

uncommon to observe certain economic groupings tendinp to repeat

or apply some

faIled co-operation experiments of their counterparts both in the same or of another
developing region.

There is also the question of unnecessary waste of already

limited resources as a result 'of duplicatins certain institutions instead od
agreeing to maximise their mutual interests by simple sharing a number of comMon
facilities,
56.

Perhaps sufficient time has elapsed to require a fresh look at certain asnects

connected ,with theories 6f 'economic 'co-operation among 'developing countries,

This

could include a re-examination of some of t"e merits or 'demerits' of the concept of"
creatini! highly centralized or decentrali'zed institutional ·s'tructures.

Some of these

vexing questions could be reviewed against whatever pro['ress may have been achieved
since the first session of the Working Party and the deliberations thereof.
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(c)
57.

Support provided jointly hy the OAt' and ECA secretariats

There is no need to belabour the fact that developing Africa is by and la"l;e,

relatively least developed among all the developin!; regions.

However, the

analysis points to certain welcome trends, especi<\lly the ones intended to
the causes of that sad state of affairs.
various constituent parts of the

~frican

fore~·oing
tack~e

It is in the lipht of the above that the
repion encompassing the secretariats of

economic proupings are assisting their member States in takinp corrective measures
intended to bring

~bout

self-sustained economic development through collective

self-reliance.
53.

These two secretariats in collaboration with others have endeavoured to

provide on a continuing basis the necessary backstoppinp to the secretariats of
African economic groupings.

The ()1I.l! and ECA have

als~

been instrumental in the

emergence, rather than creation of several economic proupinps in the African
region.

They, in addition, undertake studies

OIl

specific sUbjects for the benefit

of the African representatives and the region as a whole.

They also help convene

repional meetings at which issues of economic co-operation with other developing
regions are analysed in greater detail.

The fact that the developing African region

has been unable to hold a regional seminar, workshop or symposium of representatives
of STOs has not weakened the resolve of the two secretariats to continue assistinp
the secretariats of economic rroupinp:s to particinnte effectively in ECDC activities.
59.
Perhaps it is necessary to conclude this chapter with a brief account of
assistance of the two secretariats towards bringing developing Africa ~loser,to
other developinr. regions.

Significant events in this area apart from work connected

with activities of the Group of 77 is the collaboration with other regional eonomic

commissions.
60.

At the meetings of Eell and ECLA member States in February and May 1977,

resolutions 302(XIII) and 363(X1III) were respectively ado!ltec\.

These resolutions

relate to strengthening of existing technical co-operation arrangements and promotion
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of new programmes of technical co-operation among developinp countries of the
two regions, using for that purpose, their respective commissions within the
framework of their mandates and available resources. These expressions were
subsequently endorsed by ECA resolution 355(XIV) and ECLA resolution 387(XVIII)
of March and April 1979 respectively. Pursuant to these resolutions, the
secretariats of the two commissions agreed on t~e need to design concrete projects
for joint implementation, beginning with three key sectors viz (i) interregional
trade, (ii) manpower development and (iii) science and technology.
~l.

Studies prepared for this project are the basis of the joint Meeting of
Governmental Experts from Africa and Latin America on Economic and Technical
Co-operation held in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia from 1 to 5 June 1982.

62.
Similar developments are also under way under the aer,is of the ECA in close
collaboration with other secretariats. They include several jointly executed
interregional trade and economic co-operation projects between ECA and ESCAP for the
developing African and Asian developing countries on one hand and between ECA and
ECWA for the developing African and lVestern Asian countries on the other hand.
The latter category of these joint activities also encompass the promotion of
Afro-Arab co-operation pursuant to the decision taken by the African and Arab Heads
of State and Government at their first Summit on Afro-Arab Co-operation in March
1977 •

63.
In the meantime, the Economic Commission for Africa with the support of
funds provided by the Netherlands Government in collaboration with the other
United Nations regional economic commissions (ESCAP and ECLA) , ImCTAD and the
International Trade Centre(I1C) has assisted a certain number of African countries
business enterprises and/or individual representatives of Chambers of Commerce
to establish practical contacts with counterparts in other developing regions.
Through this modest effort, African business houses have beeE able to explore
export opportunities throup.h actual visits in the markets of other developinp
regions of Asia and the Far East and the Latin American and Caribbean regions.
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III.

CONSIDERATION or POSSIBLE

GUIDELINES

A.

An evaluation

.64.

A number of issues deserve srecial consideration in the fornulation of

F1ITURE

future guidelines for [CDC prorrammes.

amo~g

FiYst,

these is whether or not

a need exists for such guidelines; second, the foundamental objectives of ECDC,
globally, regionally and subregionally measured against the objectives of
regional and subregional economic groupings of d2veloping countries; and the
impact of developments in the "ocio-economic fields on the concept of economic
co-operation
65.

a~ong

dev810pinr

The issue of need

evaluation of

t~e rr0graN~e

Conference on ECCe.

guidelines shou:i.d bi>

of prior1ties that was first

tra-!~ p!"ef.3rcnc~s Q"10nl'

of associations of

countries (STOs); a"d

th~

among dilvelofiag

.". -

r

consider'~2

Oil the basis of the

~dopted

by the Mexico

That. I'ropTc"O;c,e ,·elected fre, p:·'.crity v:oTk the establishment

of a global system of
establis~ment

fo~

coun~ries.

.... v\.- ...........

tlevelcping cot:r,tries (GSTP); the

trading organizations of developing

5t~t0

est:lblishm'mt "f rmlU.natj.Oilc,1 marketing enterprises
to the

""~. •

establishment of paY:Jients a.r:,,:angc;ncnts

3!fJ.yf:f, d:~;"cl(.,piD.g cuur~~ries.

66.
and its impact caanot b"

,'cC:O",,,.,,)d2t~d

can not be avpid.:d., :<".. :'. ;"2.: -"
in these priority

arT~s

:,~;

·:-.:l:.",· t'.:r:'p,·"jic:,';=~·!.,.:

for EC[;e. \'Ji1ich

areas of competence. specill:it)' c:,:
in the

f~refroLt

in this b:::i"{ report.

~ut,rcst

in tHs fielJ) than

problems that confront the develcping
" :(

co-operative effort a'nong them.

app~ars

'l:l

,,[

.).~l~

An observation that

?).. vnn to :trade issues

to be more a reflection of the

PiC,';,)

(tJ:e

m

body ttat bas been

ir.tlicatior, ot' the nature of socio-economic

ce~ntrio~. tp~t

,

.

need to be tackled through

The ir.oportance of action in these area.s is

certainly recognized since they c.c1ctr,'ss the prvble;n cf foroign
through traG") among dcvelopine countries.

~.xchange

earnings

What was taken fOr granted was. the,

E/ECA/TFRTHC/NP.2
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capacity of the developing countries to generate a wide range of export products
beyond the fraditional a!"ricultural ra,·' materials 'lnd minerals.

It is in fact

this relatively underdeveloped capacity and capability that constitute the core
of the development problems
67.

facin~

the develoning countries.

Another observation from the implementation of the areas of priority action

is the preat aJ110unt of studies that has been undertaken or is to te undertaken,

.
50 'much that

especially withiegard to the GSTP - the first in the list of priorities.
point is not

there are areas for

as the fac1; that.the J1l9re protracted the

Eeoc

~tudies,

The

where studies are not required,
the longer the bea.fits of

ECDC activities :~re delj1}"ed. ,This would not pose a problem i f the impact
of the worsening international economic crisis could be averted or delayed,

It

is true that only five years have elapsed since the adoption of the priority areas
and the likely
benefits to t;le developing countries,
,
~

It should be emphasized

'

here that iMplementation 15 primarily by developing countries (since ECOC is in
fact for the~); international and re~ional ·orpanizations are only to provide the
needed support to the effort of developing countries.
68.

Th'e objectives of rCDC, as agreed at the Third "inisterial r1eetin<.J; Of the

Group
, of 77 in r·!anila, February 1976, are:
(a)

The control of their means of development through the
,effective control by the develop£ngcountries of their
wealth, natural resources, systems'of production and other

';:

aspects of their economic activities;

.,

''(b)

Expansion and diversification of: their agricUltural production
in order to achieve plobal seLf-sufj'iciency in food;

(c)

Production of their essential agricultural' inputs,
particularly fertilizers and pesticides;

F/ECA/T"FllTWr;/NP.2
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(d), Expansion of their export ...arkets and increase of
their export earninps;
(e)

Expansion at all stapes of the processinp. and
transformation of their raw materials;

(f)

Expansion and diversification of their export of
manufactures and semi-Manufactures to other developing
countries and to the markets of the developed countries;

'; ......<.

69.

(g)

OVerall increase in their level of technological development,
particularly by improvinp their technolopical capacity;

(h)

Improvement of the human environment;

(i)

Technical co-operation 3/lIong developinl' countries, including
technical co-oneration in the field of all sources of energy;Y

In order to achieve these or; ectives, the "aniln

'~inisterial

Conference of

the Group of 77 called for a propram~e of action consisting of • interrelated
measures designed to remove constraints imposed hy lil"ited skills, inadequate
technology, scarcity of ; nvestment funds, small domestic l1'urkets etc".V The
conference further emphasized that "the programme cf economic co-operation should
contribute to the acceleration of the economic develonment of the developing
countries and to the diversification of their economic structure".lO/
70.

A brief comparison between these

~lobal

otjectives of ECOC and the objectives

of regional and subregional economic groupings of developine countries reveals
much mutuality of interest.

In the African repion for instance, the Economic

Community of Viest African States (Ecrn'AS) emphasises, as its main objectives, the

l j The rlanila Declaration and Propramme of Action.

V and

10/

Ibid.

Annex I (A).
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promotion of co-operation and development in all fields of economic activity,
particularly industry, transport and telecommunications, energy, agriculture,
natural resources, commerce woney and finance.

The West African Economic

Community CEAO) also emphasises accelerated development of

~priculture,

hreeding, fisheries, iJ.dustry, transport and communications etc.

cattle

The Economic

Conmunity of the Great Lakes (CEP(:L) emphasises the promotion ant'. intensification
of trade exchange and movement of persons.

The recently concluded Preferential

Trade Area for Eastern and Southern African States (PTA) stresses trade, customs,
industrY,transport and communications, agriculture; natural resources etc.
71.

Finally, the estahlishment hy the Maghreb Permanent Consultative Committee

(CPCH) of centres for industrial studies, tourism, post and telecommunications etc.,
indicate the broad objectives of the CPCM.
72.

A conclusion that could be drawn from a

co~)arison

of the objectives of

ECOC at all levels, and the areas for priority action is that the relation betw<'en
them does not seem to be such as to directly enhance the accelerated developmenL
of the African regi0n.

In other words, the priority areas do not tackle the

basic development prohlems confronting the African

re~ion,

especially in the

context of the requirements of eHective irnple,nentation of the Lagos Pian of Acion.
73.

For African countries the adoption of the Laros Plan of Action and the Filal

Act of Lagos in April, 1980, was indeed a major development in that these documents
embody the decisions and comJ"itment of African Heads of State and {',ovel'nment
rerarding t~e strategy for growth and socio-econoJ"ic development in Africa up t(
the year 2000.

The ohjective of the LPA is the gradual realization of self-reliant

and self-sustaininr rrowth and development through collective action (co-operat:;on).
Such collective action (rerional and sectoral integration) is to culminate in
African Economic Community by the year 2000.
the purpose of

prod~ction

aJ.

The emnhasis in the Plan is that

of all tynes should be the satisfaction of internal

Jernand, in the first instance (Jf hoth intermediate and finished p,oods), and to
. export the surplus in order ,to obtain in the
through regiunal anci interregional trade.

lon~

run, factor complernentarities
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74.

For the African region therefore, economic growth must consist of physical

increases in the outputs of goods and services to ",eet the needs of the mass

0:

the people, while economic development must be seen in terr's of both the
structural transformation of the economy and changes in the composition of good;,
75.

The basic problem that emerres from above is whether, and to what extent,

programmes of EeOC can be made to contribute more positively to the common
objectives of all developing countries, namely their accelerated self-sustaineQ
development, through collective self-reliance.
76.

Thus, the high priority attention given in the current

trade liberalization

ou~ht

Ecnc

programme to

to be evaluated with the above hackground, as trnde

on its own will not brinr about the type of growth and development envisageJ in
the Lagos Plan of Action.

To nut it differently, the formulation of possible

iuture guidelines for ECDC prorramrnes should take into account the performance
the current programmes and the underlying objectives of

~eDC

f

nationally, suj-

regionally, interregionally and regionally.
77.
The core economic sectors that ECDC programmes should also concentrat, on
pa::-ticularly from the stand point of the P.frican redon are food and agricu ltur, ,
industry, natural resources, science and technolol'y, transport and comm:.mic,ltioc ;,
trade and finance. Immediate and medium-term action should be formulated f,r
these sectors, partiCUlarly actions that re'inforce each other and

contribut~

in

an integrated manner to the achievement of the objectives of acceleratpd ec,onom:
growth and development.
78.

The agenda itell's for the second Session of the

'~orking

Party on Trade

Expansion and Regional Economic Integration among Developing Countries inclt:de
co-operation in industrial and arricultural production, including joint
iTwt;stments in multinational production and marketing enterprises.

The isstes

involved here are very important and call for the formulation of integrated
programmes and action in order that developing countries can reap maximum hcnefi :
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from these hroad areas.

The basic orientation should consist of the development

of co-operative action for

buildin~

.up capabilities and capacities for the

various activities involved, at the national and multinational levels.

Since

industrial production should be planned on the basis of the natural resources
endowment, this particular agenda item should be slightly expanded to include
the production and utilization of natural resources.

B.

Action areas

79.

The basic objective in these areas should be a reorientation of ECOC

programmes, or the formulation of other programmes to meet the commonly agreed
objectives of ECOC. Special programmes should therefore be formulated for
co-operation in the fields .of agriculture and food, industry and natural resources.
(i) t:ultinational production - given the small size of r.IOSt

national
markets and the lack of complementary
factor
.
. : ,"
.
.,'

multinational co-operation is ~ery iMPortant
for the realization of national and collective self-reliance.
Such co-operation would be very much enhanced if certain
e~~owments,

, ,

basic agreements are concluded; like industrial co-operation
agreements; agreement on trade in natural resources (in
particular industrial raw materials), The preparation of.
draft model agreements should be given priority;
(ii)

Joint investment - the major issue here is the mobilization
of ne 'ed financial resources for investment projects.
Co-operation in this field is indeed crucial and goes beyond
the declarations of

co~itmcnt,

principles etc.

While some

developing countries may wish to participate directly in
investment projects in other developing countries (equity
participation), others may prefer to lend money (on a
bilateral basis or through their development banks). It
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would be necessary to envisage other possibilities and
to prepare model co-operation agreewents to cover all
of them;
(iii) Related support services - co-operation amonp developing
countries should also cover the essential support services
such as consultancy, preparation of feasibility studies,
management, marketing, manpower developwent, institution
building etc; the objective being to improve, strengthen
or build up capabilities at the national level for supplying
these services.

C.

. .,

Support by the secretariats of international rerional and
subregional organizations

80.
This support should con~ist of a careful disagrregation of the programmes
suggested above, into detailed components and suggestion ort actions required;
the preparation'of studies and reports on specific issues, provision of
facilities for meetings and servicing meetings organized for representatives of
developing countries'and their institutions. It therefore goes without saying
in the light of the above that these sawe organizations must be prepared to
readjust their work programmes in accordance with the requirements of these
programmes.

